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Abstract 
We present a novel algorithm for learning structure of a Bayesian Network. Best Parents is a greedy construction method which 
performs structure learning without preconditioned knowledge or preprocessing. Unlike the well-known methods such as K2, 
TAN Hill Climbing or Simulated Annealing, we use no feature ordering, DAG validity or structure metrics. We provide a new 
greedy algorithm for optimal structure learning using conditional entropy. Also we perform a running time and performance 
comparison with other methods in the field. Our results indicate substantial optimality of our proposed algorithm in terms of 
running time and AUC combination.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
BN (Bayesian Network) is a classification model visually represented by DAG and a set of CPT for each feature. 
While most of classifiers are hard to visualize, BN are easily interpreted [6, 13]. Most of the structure learning 
methods rely on feature ordering, DAG compatibility checks, metrics evaluation and random feature structure [2]. 
Feature ordering is a predefined or previously computed feature relation. In Bayesian Network learning, the ordering 
represents allowed parent-child connections between attributes. Feature ordering provides unqualified connections 
as a result of high correlation or prior domain knowledge. Most of the structure learning methods incorporate 
structure scoring for finding the optimal construction [4]. Such scoring methods require computations usually almost 
polynomial in the number of instances. Also some metrics incorporate Gamma function retracement, leading to 
recursive expansion and high memory requirements. Another precondition for most of the structure learning 
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algorithms is the no cycle validation. Usually structure learning methods use attribute ordering which provides 
deterministic relation in such a way that no cycles will be formed. Notice that otherwise it will take a simple DFS 
iteration which is  in a directed graph. The problem we are addressing is the preconditions of structure 
learning and the non-deterministic learning process.  
There are several methods for learning the structure of a Bayesian Network [2, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19]. K2 is a 
search algorithm that takes feature ordering and performs random attribute selection, iterative feature expansion and 
finds the highest scoring structure available. K2 incorporates upper bound on number of parents to avoid search 
space bloat [11]. TAN (Tree Augmented Naive Bayes) algorithm constructs a maximum spanning tree having 
highest weights. TAN construction is based on Chow Liu algorithm [16]. Empirical tests have shown significant 
optimality of this method for Bayesian Network learning. TAN requires no predefined attribute ordering [2, 3]. Hill 
Climbing is a collection of heuristics with a general idea to start with a random structure, and gradually improve it 
by minor changes. In structure learning it is performed by adding and removing attributes connections to find the 
best structure. In randomized algorithms theory we know that random solution is sometimes surprisingly good and 
easier to compute [12, 14]. Simulated Annealing is similar to hill climbing. The method is based on thermo-
dynamical principals. It performs iterative add and remove of attribute arcs and performs structure selection via 
temperature based measurement [19]. Taboo search is another structure learning method similar to hill climbing. In 
contrast to standard Hill Climbing, the method allows less qualified candidates, previously scanned structures, to 
compare with the best structures in terms of metrics [3]. GA (Genetic Algorithms) is another search heuristic 
incorporating evolutionary principles. This method is completely different from the standard methods, incorporating 
rules of evolution like mutation, pre-selection and natural selection, leading to structures that are the best in the long 
run [9, 10]. 
All of the methods presented above require preconditioned computations and preprocessing. A new method is 
required to learn the structure of a Bayesian Network without prior knowledge and dependency on feature ordering, 
metrics evaluation or cycle validation. This paper presents a novel structure learning algorithm for learning the 
structure of a Bayesian Network, applying greedy approach and using none of the well-known preconditions for the 
task. We present a pseudo code which has been implemented in WEKA [1, 3, 5, 20].  
The article is organized as follows; Section 2 is an introduction to Bayesian Networks and structure learning 
theory. Section 3 describes the new structure learning algorithm. Section 4 is dedicated to comparison experiments 
and analysis of the results. Section 5 concludes this article with a description of suggestions for further research. 
2. Best Parents 
2.1. Rational 
Best Parents is a novel approach for learning the structure of a Bayesian Network using greedy algorithm and a 
top down approach [4]. In contradiction to the classical methods which incorporate feature ordering, non-cycle 
checks and structure scoring, we use none of them. We rely on direct quality of the feature set, incorporating 
attribute relational metrics in order to find the best rules. 
Structure learning is a complex optimization problem relying on several well-known principles such as 
predefined attribute ordering, acyclic structure, structure evaluation via metrics and random feature selection [2, 13]. 
We are looking for a simpler structure learning methodology relying none of the previously presented factors. The 
idea is to allow structure learning in a deterministic simple way.   
2.2. Feature Direction 
The main idea is to find the optimal structure of the Bayesian Network using only attributes relations. Bayesian 
Networks provide an immediate visual dependency of attributes relative to each other. Some attributes may 
influence several other attributes, although those situations highly reduce performance due to the curse of 
dimensionality.  
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Most of the methods for structure learning [3] apply a bounded number of relations to avoid unfeasible structures. 
Such limitations provide a tradeoff between accuracy and running time. We also incorporate the bounded number of 
parents or children for a given attribute. 
2.3. Feature Relations 
The algorithm searches for optimal relations in the Cartesian product set of attributes (each attribute with itself, 
skipping reflexive pairs). A measurement of direction impact is applied. In our case it is conditional entropy, the 
measurement of uncertainty given a-priori data. Zero conditional entropy reflects a complete dependence and a 
perfect description of a variable by another variable.  
Let us define relation A Æ B as best child of A is B and relation A Å B as B is the best parent of A: 
(1) 
Relations A Æ B and A Å B are not reflexive: 
 (2) 
Relations A Æ B and A Å B are not symmetrical: 
(3) 
Relations A Æ B and A Å B are not transitive: 
(4) 
2.4. Pseudo Code 
Best Parents algorithm starts with a calculation of conditional entropies for each and every pair of attribute with 
itself in the Cartesian product set, skipping the same attributes. Using efficient data structures and in place 
insertions, we get a sorted list of rules: best parents and best children. The data structure holds best parent or 
children references for every attribute. Notice that this is the complete version having both best parents and children 
rules to allow algorithm variations. In practice, we can hold only single rules reference for the best parents or 
children. This way we reduce computational obstacles for structure creation and conditional probability tables (CPT) 
calculations.
The greedy approach builds a structure using black list, avoiding reuse of previously selected attributes. In this 
way we avoid cycles and avoid the DAG compatibility checks. This is a top down approach constructing a Bayesian 
Network by finding the best attribute relations available. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code of the proposed Best 
Parents algorithm. 
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input: set of attributes and a set of instances 
output: Bayesian Network structure 
begin 
Structure Å {}
BlackListÅ {}
BestChildren Å {}
BestParentsÅ {}
for each instance and attribute do
Count instantiations of all  combinations 
end
for each attribute do
Compute conditional entropies: 
BestParentsÅ  //insert in place
BestChildren Å  //insert in place
end
for each attribute X do //build structure
BestParent Å BestParents[X]
BestChild Å BestChildren[X] 
if BestChild.Entropy < BestParent.Entropy then
if BestChild not in BlackList then
Structure Å  //insert best child 
BlackListÅ BestChild 
else if BestParent not in BlackList 
Structure Å  //insert best parent 
BlackListÅ BestParent 
end
end
end
Return Structure 
end
Algorithm 1: Best Parents structure learning 
2.5. Construction Example 
Best Parents algorithm analyzes best parent rules versus best child rules. Fig. 1. (a) shows best child rules: the 
best child of attribute 5 is 4. Using our best child rule notation, we have 4 Æ 6, 1 Æ 8 etc. Fig 1. (b) shows best 
parent rules: the best parent of attribute 2 is. Using our best parent rule notation, we have 3 Å 1, 9 Å 8 etc. 
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Fig. 1. (a) best child rules (b) best parent rules. 
Fig. 2. shows the merged rules provided by merging best parents and best children rules. Using black list 
validation, the structure is cycle free and easy to calculate conditional probability tables (CPT).  
Fig. 2. Best parents and children Bayesian Network structure. 
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2.6. Algorithm Variations 
Using the provided idea, several variations are instantly discovered. The first one is the recursive DFS and BFS 
attribute selection and construction. We can explore the structure for the optimal rule and expand for the given 
attribute until no other attributes are left. We could expand gradually by selecting best rules and expanding one rule 
for each of the previously added attributes, selecting the best rules first. The second approach is a full list of 
combined rules. We begin with merging best parents and children rules, ordered by conditional entropy. Having the 
full list of rules, we start the structure with the first rule. Then we expand the rules via the ordered list, and remove 
previously selected attributes to avoid cycles. The full list variation comparison is presented in the experimental 
results section of this paper. Another approach is the recursive walk. We can expand the structure for each rule: both 
for the child and parent. Notice that recursive expansion is purely theoretical due to memory limitations. 
2.7. Complexity 
Let  be the number of instances and  the number of attributes. We iterate over all features m and samples n,
counting instantiations gives us . We skip pairs beyond the pivot index to prevent repetitive comparisons, 
having arithmetic sequence of computations, but the upper bound still hold. We iterate over all feature set of 
Cartesian product combinations , leading to . Combining the two running times we got . Notice 
that the proposed method is similar to the available approaches but without the iterative optimization or closed space 
search leading to a deterministic upper bound. 
3. Experimental Results 
3.1. The Experiments 
Through the following experiments we will compare our novel structure learning algorithm to Random Forest, 
K2, TAN, Hill Climber, Taboo search and Naïve Bayes. We have implemented the algorithm using the WEKA 
environment in Java [1, 20]. We compared running times and performance for several data sets eventually showing 
substantial optimality. 
We have been using several public data sets as a performance benchmark. We have incorporated feature selection 
and no feature engineering preprocessing. We used wide and long data sets with number of features ranging from 10 
to more than 100. Dataset sources and detailed description are found in the results section 3.2. 
We incorporate two key factors for performance assessment. AUC indicates the measurement of the classifier 
ability to generalize taking the impact of precision and recall combination. We assess running time performance by 
concrete running times on the same machine. The measures were normalized to the range of the AUC to spot the 
optimal cross of AUC and performance [21].  
All of the learning runs are ordered by AUC to spot the best classifier. We add performance dimension 
normalized to AUC range in order to spot optimal classifiers in terms of AUC and running time. All of the Random 
Forest models had 100 trees of maximum depth set to 10. All of the tests were performed on MacBook Pro, i7, 16G, 
JDK 1.8. JVM size was set to 12G. We have been incorporating a random split of 70% for training and 30% for 
testing, without validation set as no parameter tuning has been applied. This is a standard method to lower the 
training and testing times. [6, 7].  
3.2. Results 
BNP Paribas Cardif Claims Management is a Kaggle competition (3.2.16 – 18.4.16) for accelerating claims 
management process [7]. The public dataset contains several nominal features with extremely high cardinality which 
were removed. Fig. 3. presents AUC and performance factors for the BNP Paribas dataset learning. Notice that the 
best performing classifier in terms of accuracy, precision and recall (RF), does not perform well in terms of running 
time. Best Parents shows the optimal combination of performance and accuracy.  
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Fig. 3. BNP Paribas Cardif Claims dataset, 114321 samples and 131 features. 
Criteo dataset is widely used as a benchmark for large scale training [7]. The dataset is known for high 
cardinality of nominal features. Originally, Criteo dataset contains 40 features having 14 numerical features. We 
have tested on a small sample dataset having only 20 features with the lowest cardinality. Fig. 4. presents AUC and 
performance factors for the Criteo dataset. Notice that the best performing classifier in terms of accuracy, precision 
and recall, does not perform well in terms of running time (RF). Best Parents shows better performance than all of 
the other structure learning techniques. 
Fig. 4. Criteo dataset, 100000 samples and 20 features.  
Homesite Quote Conversion is a Kaggle competition (9.11.15 – 8.2.16) for targeting potential customers of 
insurance plans [7]. The dataset had no high cardinality features, and most of them were numerical. Fig. 5. presents 
AUC and performance factors for the Homesite dataset. Notice that Random Forest model has a higher AUC than 
all of the Bayesian Network structure learning methods, but they learn faster. Best Parents shows better performance 
than all of the compared classifiers.  
Fig. 5. Homesite dataset, 260753 samples and 44 features. 
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Poker hand dataset is an experiment to classify the poker hand without actually understanding the game rules 
[18]. Notice that card relations are handled like i.i.d random variables although a simple algorithm can identify the 
strength of a given hand deterministically. Fig. 6. presents AUC and performance factors for the Poker dataset. 
Notice that TAN and Best Parents were the only structure learning methods to break the random classification rate. 
Fig. 6. Poker Hand dataset, 1000000 samples and 11 features.
3.3. Analysis
After performing several running tests and comparison of AUC versus running time factors, we were looking for 
key factors for optimal applications of our method compared to the other methods mentioned in this paper. Fig. 7. 
presents the relation between AUC and dataset size regarding different classifiers. We can clearly see that higher 
number of samples leads to better accuracy, precision and recall. Fig. 8. presents a relation of AUC and attribute set 
size regarding different classifiers. We can clearly see that the feature set cardinality has no significant impact on the 
performance of our method similar to the other classifiers. Notice the extremes in AUC and ranging feature set size 
forming a ridge. We can summarize that it is better to apply Best Parents algorithm having large dataset. The 
number of features has no significant triggering factor to apply Best Parents algorithm. 
Fig. 7. AUC and classifier as a function of dataset size. 
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Fig. 8. AUC and classifier as a function of features set size. 
We proceed with statistical significance analysis on our largest dataset. Stock trend classification dataset is a 
combination of NYSE stocks with technical indicators and binary class: trend up or down [1]. The dataset contains 
1.59 million samples and 95 features. We have performed a repeated random sampling 30 times. Each sampled 
dataset included 5% of the original dataset size. Each sampled dataset was split to 70%-30% for training and testing 
respectively. Let us define performance as a combination of AUC and normalized running time: [0,1] for AUC and 
[0,1] for running time. The upper bound of the best performing classifier is 2, similarly the lower bound of the worst 
classifier is 0. 
Our analysis is comprised of two steps. We start with ANOVA analysis between all of the classifier 
performances to show a significant difference between the means. We proceed with two t-tests between Best Parents 
and the two classifiers with the highest AUC: Random Forest and TAN, as showed in Fig. 3. through Fig. 6 in order 
to show that Best Parents has significantly higher mean. All of the tests were performed with 0.05 significance level. 
There were statistically significant differences between group means as determined by one-way ANOVA, 
F(7,232) = 3375.68, p < .001. There was significant difference in performance of Best Parents (M=1.6232, 
SD=0.0164) and Random Forest (M=1.0294, SD=0.0682); t(32) = 46.35, p < .001. Also there was significant 
difference in performance of Best Parents (M=1.6232, SD=0.0164) and TAN (M=0.9393, SD=0.0475); t(36) = 
74.46, p < .001. 
Analyzing dataset size as described in Fig. 7. combined with the statistically significant performance factors as 
described above, we can reveal that Best Parents is an optimal algorithm in terms of performance comprised of AUC 
and running time. 
4. Conclusion 
Bayesian Network is a versatile classifier with a simple interpretation model. Bayesian Network structure 
learning is a complex search problem with several approaches available. While most of the methods try to reinforce 
knowledge during the search process, the best structures are usually derived by an expert in the field. 
In this study we introduced Best Parents algorithm, a new algorithm to handle Bayesian Network structure 
learning. The main idea of this algorithm is to avoid well-known principles of preprocessed metadata. This approach 
is an improvement of the standard structure learning process which tends to be extremely non-deterministic. The 
algorithm was implemented in Java based on WEKA environment and API. The algorithm was validated using 
several real-world datasets from multiple enterprise domains. The results show a significant optimality of the 
algorithm in a combination of running time and AUC. The complexity of the algorithm is similar to the standard 
approaches in the field with a deterministic constant on the upper bound.  
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Best Parents algorithm improves the structure learning process by providing a deterministic, top-down approach, 
relying on direct feature relation quality. Best Parents can infer the optimal structure of a Bayesian Network without 
having the attributes ordering, or any structure metrics evaluation in contradiction to other approaches in the field.  
Future research is suggested to expand to parallelized implementation and applications in large scale. This 
method can be distributed for datasets with massive amounts of features and provide a cheaper and faster structures 
for Bayesian Networks. More research is required to improve attribute relation selection and expansion paths.  
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